The Village of Harwood Heights
Dedicated to Serving People with Pride

Sign Application

Date

Owner or User

Address

Phone Number

Permit Number

Show Number of Signs Each Class

Projecting Roof
Flat Bulletin
Ind. Letters Board

LIST EACH SIGN

*Horizontal
Dimensions
Number of Lamps Wattage of Lamps
Number of Transformers Neon Volt/Amp.
Input of Transformers

Square Feet
Weight in Pounds

*Give extreme dimension of sign

CONNECTIONS

Do you install feeders for signs?
Do you connect to customer's leads?

Answer the following questions, "Yes or No":
(A) Will a mast or roof structure over 12' high be used in connection with sign?
(B) Will upper edge of sign be higher than coping on building?

ILLUMINATED SIGNS IN PARKWAY NOT PERMITTED

Approved by Date
Inspected by Date

*NOTE: The permit issued on this application will authorize only signs herein applied for. If other signs are to be erected, they must be covered by additional permits.